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We sought to further define the epidemiology of the complex, multiple injuries collectively known as polytrauma/ blast-related injury (PT/BRI). Using a systems science approach, we performed Bayesian network modeling to find the most accurate representation of the complex system of PT/BRI and identify key variables for understanding the subsequent effects of blast exposure in a sample of Florida National Guard members (1,443 deployed to Operation Enduring Freedom/Operation Iraqi Freedom and 1,655 not deployed) who completed an online survey during the period from 2009 to 2010. We found that postdeployment symptoms reported as present at the time of the survey were largely independent of deployment per se. Blast exposure, not mild traumatic brain injury (TBI), acted as the primary military deployment-related driver of PT/BRI symptoms. Blast exposure was indirectly linked to mild TBI via other deployment-related traumas and was a significant risk for a high level of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) arousal symptoms. PTSD arousal symptoms and tinnitus were directly dependent upon blast exposure, with both acting as bridge symptoms to other postdeployment mental health and physical symptoms, respectively. Neurobehavioral or postconcussion-like symptoms had no significant dependence relationship with mild TBI, but they were synergistic with blast exposure in influencing PTSD arousal symptoms. A replication of this analysis using a larger PT/BRI database is warranted. Bayesian network; blast injuries; concussion; mild traumatic brain injury; military; postconcussion syndrome; posttraumatic stress disorder; traumatic brain injury Abbreviations: PT/BRI, polytrauma/blast-related injury; PTSD, posttraumatic stress disorder; TBI, traumatic brain injury.
Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi Freedom have presented new challenges for the Veterans Affairs health-care delivery system. Returning service members have been presenting with complex, multiple injuries, collectively known as polytrauma/blast-related injury (PT/BRI). PT/BRI is not well defined, particularly for the less visible physical and psychological sequelae. The purpose of this project was to further define the epidemiology of exposure to war-related explosions (i.e., PT/BRI), with an emphasis on the identified gaps in knowledge.
Vanderploeg et al. (1) reported that complex relationships exist between deployment-related factors and subsequent adverse physical and psychological health outcomes, and they suggested that an integrated physical and mental healthcare approach would be beneficial to postdeployment care. The Institute of Medicine noted that methodological rigor was lacking among the studies it reviewed regarding blast injuries, and it recommended greater attention to the complexities of PT/BRI by emphasizing multisystem injury patterns and cross-system interactions (2) . The challenge for the epidemiologic study of PT/BRI is succinctly portrayed in a recent comprehensive review of the effects of low-level blast exposure on the nervous system: Elder et al. (3) observed that while the abundance of evidence suggests that low-level blast exposure has significant long-term effects on the nervous system, "soldiers that have experienced blast-related mTBI [mild traumatic brain injury] have typically been exposed to psychological stressors as well and there are no biomarkers that can distinguish cognitive, affective, and somatic symptoms induced by a psychological stressor from those induced by physical trauma" (3, p. 16) . This underscores the need for greater methodological rigor; the present study is an attempt to begin to address the challenge.
In a complex system, the emergent effect produced by the interactions of system components is different from the effects of individual components, thus necessitating its study as a whole. Therefore systems science methods, which focus on complex natural and social systems, are more appropriate than traditional analytical methods for studying complex systems (4) . PT/BRI can be conceptualized as a risk-clustering problem with "mediating processes between exposures and outcomes that lead downstream through complex interacting causal pathways" (5, p. 150). That is, PT/BRI can be modeled as an epidemiologic system consisting of mutually interdependent variables, some or all of which can predict or affect the health outcomes of interest (6). Walsh (5) suggested a different theoretical framework for quantifying risk and alternative analytical tools such as Bayesian networks (7) to allow for both a conceptual and an analytical formulation.
Bayesian networks are a special class of graphical models that concisely represent knowledge about an uncertain domain as a structured graphical representation of probabilistic dependencies between several random variables that describe the domain. Bayesian networks allow human input to be combined with knowledge discovery; they provide explanatory visuals, natural causal interpretations (if links respect temporal order), and reasoning under uncertainty that traditional statistical methods and support vector machines cannot provide (8, 9) .
For example, Gronewold et al. (10) used Bayesian network modeling to improve human and ecological exposure assessments. Twardy et al. (11) applied Bayesian networks to epidemiologic data for the assessment of risk for coronary heart disease. In another situation similar to the uncertainty in the characterization of PT/BRI (due to the complex, multiple injuries that constitute it), Flores et al. (12) considered heart failure to be a probabilistic clinical diagnosis given its association with a constellation of symptoms that occur in a variety of conditions and the absence of a definitive objective test; they therefore studied it using Bayesian networks as an automated causal discovery system and incorporated multiple kinds of existing expert knowledge.
The purposes of the present study were to: 1) investigate the dependency pathways between predeployment factors, deployment-related injury or trauma exposures, and postdeployment (i.e., subsequent) symptoms; 2) identify variables that provide a basis to predict subsequent effects of blast and other deployment exposures; 3) estimate the conditional probabilities of identified symptoms in someone who has sustained blast exposure; and 4) evaluate interesting what-if scenarios of exposures.
METHODS

Study population and measurements
We used data from an anonymous online survey, conducted in 2009-2010, of members of the Florida National Guard. Approximately 10,400 letters were mailed from the Florida National Guard headquarters to the entire membership, inviting participation in a Web-based research survey. The protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of South Florida. Approximately 700 letters were returned for insufficient addresses, and 4,005 individuals responded, for a response rate of 41.3%. Surveys were carefully reviewed for duplicate completions, consistency, and accuracy. The final sample consisted of 3,098 Guard members (1,443 deployed to Operation Enduring Freedom and/or Operation Iraqi Freedom and 1,655 not deployed). Deployed Guard members had returned from deployments to the war theater an average of 31.8 (standard deviation, 24.4; range, 0-95) months prior to the survey. The entire sample was used for the present analysis, regardless of military deployment status.
Details of the measures included in the survey can be found in the paper by Vanderploeg et al. (1) . Briefly, the survey assessed several variables covering predeployment, deployment, and postdeployment phases. The first phase included questions about demographic factors, predeployment psychologically traumatic events, and history of prior TBI. Deployment-related experiences included combat exposure and exposure to potentially physically injurious and psychologically traumatic events, including mild TBI and blast exposures. Current psychological and physical health outcomes were assessed using the Post Deployment Health Assessment (Department of Defense Form 2976) (13), the 9-question depression-assessment module of the Patient Health Questionnaire (14, 15) , the 7-question Generalized Anxiety Disorder scale (16) , the 17-item National Center for PTSD Checklist-Civilian Version (17) , and the 22-item Neurobehavioral Symptom Inventory (18) . These data were supplemented by a review-of-systems questionnaire that assessed 38 symptoms across 10 body systems.
Statistical methods
A total of 72 variables with discrete states were derived from the Florida National Guard survey responses for the Bayesian network analysis. These variables are listed in Table 1 .
Bayesian network causal interpretation. Bayesian networks can achieve valid causal inference (on a probability scale) from observational data when the causal diagrams are also based on a priori causal knowledge of the underlying mechanisms rather than derived from solely statistical associations detected in the data (19) . Any Bayesian network that represents a real-world probability distribution has an underlying causal structure (20) . See Web Appendix 1 (available at http://aje.oxfordjournals.org/) for more details on Bayesian network concepts and a standard Bayesian network formulation. However, we restricted causal interpretation in the present study to sequences for which a temporal relationship was established.
Bayesian network structure and parameter learning. Although there was some implicit temporal order in the survey data, the data analyzed did not contain any repeated observations over time (explicit temporal information).
Therefore modeling was performed with a static (and not dynamic) Bayesian network (21) . Model selection and estimation were performed using the package suite bnlearn, version 3.5 (22) , which has been implemented in R (23) . The process in bnlearn involves 2 steps: learning the network structure and learning the parameters for local distributions implied by the structure learned in the previous step (21) . Our prior knowledge of the subject domain and the data were incorporated into the Bayesian network model development (e.g., predeployment factors → deploymentrelated exposure → current symptoms). Variables were sorted into matching temporal tiers to establish the initial Bayesian network dependence structure, which instantly reduced the number of possible links and parameters in the probability space. This approach has been found to be more effective in aiding model discovery and validity than either approaches that use no prior information or Abbreviations: PTSD, posttraumatic stress disorder; TBI, traumatic brain injury. a Nodes were assigned to temporal tiers as follows: 1 for predeployment; 2 for deployment-related; and 3 for postdeployment. This temporal relationship was incorporated into the Bayesian network model development.
b Each item (symptom) response was scored on a 5-point Likert scale (range 0-4). The average score for each cluster/category of symptoms was computed for individual subjects. A low average score of 1 or less (equivalent to "none" or "mild") was assigned a discrete state of "low"; all other scores were assigned a state of "high."
those that use more sophisticated expert priors (statistical method) (12) . Accordingly, we introduced some nodeordering constraints into the model so that link directions conformed to the known temporal order inherent in the survey questions (i.e., deployment status precedes all other exposure variables in the interconnection chain, physical trauma or mild TBI experiences could not predict blast events, and no variable would predict sex and race (root variables)). Although we disallowed (blacklisted) implausible directionalities between specific variables, we did not enforce (whitelist) or disallow the presence of a link between any variable pair, thus assuming uncertainty about all potential directionalities not blacklisted and the presence of every possible link.
The Bayesian network structure was learned via the score-based tabu search (24), a modified hill-climbing procedure with random restarts that enable it to escape local optima. Compared with constrained-based learning algorithms that optimize locally (e.g., pcalg (25)), score-based algorithms optimize global scores and "find more complex models that overall fit relatively well" (26, p. 115). To build a more robust Bayesian network model, we repeated the structure-learning step 1,000 times using bootstrap resampling, and confidence measures were produced on the induced Bayesian network features; 1,000 replications were considered adequate for our data (76 nodes), consistent with the usual practice in similar situations (21, 27) . The proportion of network replicates containing a given link is a measure of the link's strength; all links that passed a minimum threshold strength were considered significant and used to create an averaged Bayesian network structure (model averaging or bagging), which has a better predictive performance than a single high-scoring network (21, 22, 28) . The automated statistical approach used in bnlearn to identify the significance threshold outperformed ad hoc methods in a previous simulation study (29) . See Web Appendix 2 and Web Figure 1 for more details on model averaging.
Parameter learning was based on the structure of the averaged Bayesian network and the sample data and was performed using a Bayesian estimator (21) . Previous experiments from the literature have shown that even when the estimated Bayesian network parameters are less precise, the diagnostic accuracy of Bayesian network models is not affected (30) .
Reasoning with Bayesian networks (inferences). Based on the averaged Bayesian network graph with its estimated parameters, an automated inference procedure in the Bayesian network software program HUGIN (31) was used to compute posterior probability distributions (beliefs) for the nodes and to update the beliefs given any new evidence supplied. Inferences were performed via conditional probability queries, by defining instances of hypothetical cases with specific observations (evidences) and entering the new information into the Bayesian network. For example, a typical inferential question was: "What is the conditional probability of a node's state (e.g., that tinnitus is 'yes'), given a specific combination of the states of some other nodes (e.g., blast exposure is 'yes' and mild TBI is 'no')?" As the evidence propagated through the Bayesian network, new probability distribution over all variables in the Bayesian network was automatically computed to produce updated beliefs (queries), based on the conditional dependency structure of the network (32) . New probabilities were calculated for all links in the Bayesian network even when the evidence was incomplete (9)-for example, observation of only one variable in the network. An attractive feature of Bayesian reasoning is that it can be in any direction. Diagnostic inference entails reasoning from effect to cause (even when no definite clinical diagnosis variable is included in the analyzed data). Predictive inference is in the opposite direction. A 95% Clopper-Pearson exact confidence interval (33) with an adjustment for finite population correction factor (34) was constructed for each query-generated probability estimate (see Web Appendix 3 for details).
RESULTS
Relational structure of PT/BRI
Two statistics were initially calculated for every possible link in the averaged network: proportion of bootstrap resamples 1) in which the link was present (link's strength) and 2) pointing in either direction. An automated significance threshold was estimated as 0.501 on a probability scale (see "model averaging" in Appendix 2), yielding a total of 176 significant directed links between pairs among the 72 variables derived from the survey. To make the network more manageable, we selected a higher significance threshold, 0.85, which yielded 77 directed links (with relatively greater strength) among the same 72 nodes (Figure 1) . One large subnetwork emerged, completely separated from the remaining smaller node clusters (e.g., respiratory/cardiovascular symptoms), or isolates. The larger subnetwork contained blast exposure (Blast node), was independent of all variables disconnected from it, and was our main focus for interpretations in the present study.
The larger subnetwork comprised 2 main connected clusters: a smaller cluster (exposure), formed exclusively by predeployment and deployment-related exposure factors (including the Blast node); and a larger cluster (symptom) consisting exclusively of postdeployment symptoms. The exposure and symptom clusters are separated by double links from the Blast node-that is, the entire symptom cluster depends on just one element (Blast) in the exposure cluster. Mild TBI is dependent directly on deployment and physical injury but only indirectly on blast exposure via physical injury, amount of combat exposure (combat intensity), or traumatic combat exposure (exposure to potentially traumatic combat experiences). Mild TBI did not lead downstream to any of the symptoms in the Bayesian network.
Prior blast exposure is the bridge between deploymentrelated exposures and current symptoms. The cluster of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) arousal symptoms links blast exposure to mental health symptoms, and tinnitus links blast exposure to other physical symptoms. The 3 PTSD symptom clusters were directly connected in a chain of arousal → avoidance → reexperience, although there was also a direct link from arousal to reexperience. A similar chain relationship was found for clusters of neurobehavioral symptoms, cognitive → emotional → somatic → vestibular, as well as a direct link from cognitive to somatic. These neurobehavioral symptoms are often referred to as postconcussive symptoms, but they were not linked to mild TBI in this network model. Blast exposure and 2 neurobehavioral symptom clusters (cognitive and emotional) jointly had direct influence (converging) on the PTSD arousal symptoms, thereby forming two "V-structures" suggestive of causal interaction (20) . Similar V-structures suggested that loss of hearing and blast exposure were alternative explanations for the tinnitus symptom. In contrast to V-structures, the chain from blast exposure to anxiety symptoms reflected conditional independence relations between both sets given PTSD arousal symptoms. The only direct influence on general health perception was pain interference; the pathway was a long, dependent chain from blast exposure via arousal and anxiety symptoms.
Probabilistic inference about blast exposure
As Table 2 shows, although the links among exposure factors (rows 23, 26, 28, and 39) were very strong (approximately 1.0), there was considerable uncertainty in the link direction (probability range, 0.50-0.67). However, there was greater certainty (probability range, 0.88-0.98) about the direction of influence regarding PTSD symptom groups (rows 32 and 72), neurobehavioral symptom groups (rows 51, 55, and 58), and the links between neurobehavioral (cognitive and emotional) and PTSD (arousal) symptoms (rows 56 and 85).
An algorithm selects the Markov blanket for a target variable based on the local network structure of that variable; the target is independent of all other variables in the network when conditioned on its Markov blanket (21) (see Web Appendix 2 for further explanation). Therefore we focused on variables identified as Markov blankets for blast exposure (Deploy, mDeploy, TraComE, ComExAm, Arousal, Cognitive, Emotional, HearX, and EarRiX) and mild TBI (PhyInj, Deploy) (see Table 1 for definitions). The results of the main conditional probability queries and their 95% confidence intervals are reported in Web Tables 1 and 2 The graph was created by applying bootstrap resampling to repeat the structure-learning step 1,000 times, followed by model averaging into one network. The algorithm-based automated significance threshold for presence of a link was computed as 0.501 on a probability scale, which reduced the huge number of possible network links (in the probability space of 72 variables) to 176. However, to be more conservative and make the graph more manageable, a much higher significance threshold of 0.85 was used to generate the averaged graph. That is, only the links present in at least 85% of the resamples (and their more frequent directions) were included in this averaged network, which further reduced the number of links to 77. Nodes labeled 1 to 72 are listed by number and defined in Table 1 . Key deployment-related exposure factors included blast exposure (node 9) and mild traumatic brain injury (node 13). a There was automated recovery of all Bayesian network links, including their most frequent directions. In order to comply with the temporal order implicit in the data, network model constraints were introduced by blacklisting implausible directions (i.e., a few directions were predetermined). These 176 links appeared in at least 50.1% of 1,000 bootstrap network structures (the algorithm-based automated significance threshold for the bootstrap resampling was 0.501 on a probability scale).
b Refer to Table 1 for a list of the variables and definitions of their attributes. c The table is sorted by link strength (proportion of 1,000 bootstrap network replicates that includes the link). d The value is the degree of certainty in the direction assigned to a link (proportion of 1,000 bootstrap network replicates that shows this direction for that link). The conditional probability of physical injury in the sample for cases with neither blast exposure nor mild TBI was 0.021 (95% CI: 0.016, 0.026) (E5); the probability was significantly higher, at 0.123 (95% CI: 0.099, 0.151), in cases of blast exposure without mild TBI (E7), but it was much higher, at 0.480 (0.278, 0.687), in cases of mild TBI without blast exposure (E6). That is, physical injury had an association with mild TBI that was 4 times stronger than its association with blast exposure.
The conditional probability query results for postdeployment symptoms (see raw estimates in Web Table 1 ) are displayed graphically with their 95% confidence intervals in Figure 2 . Only the results for 2 previously identified bridge symptoms returned statistically significant probability changes between their base scenarios (E0) and some deployment Figure 2 . Results of conditional probability queries of active postdeployment states of 5 symptom clusters, using data from a survey of Florida National Guard members, 2009-2010. Results are shown for the conditional probability of the presence of a high level for the posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) arousal symptom cluster (A); high level for the neurobehavioral cognitive symptom cluster (B); high level for the neurobehavioral emotional symptom cluster (C); deafness (D); and tinnitus (E). Each query was separately conditioned on 9 deployment-related exposure scenarios (evidence scenarios E0-E8). The bars include 95% Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals based on exact probabilities conditioned on observed base sample sizes corresponding to each evidence scenario as follows: E0, n = 3,098; E1, n = 1,655; E2, n = 1,443; E3, n = 700; E4, n = 675; E5, n = 2,330; E6, n = 25; E7, n = 624; E8, n = 119. The confidence intervals were adjusted for a finite population correction factor. See Web Appendix 3 for details on the computation of probability intervals for the Bayesian Network point estimates and population correction factor adjustments. TBI, traumatic brain injury.
scenarios (E1-E8
). The predictive probabilities of the bridge symptoms-high PTSD arousal and positive tinnitus-rose from their base rates of 0.131 (95% CI: 0.121, 0.141) and 0.203 (95% CI: 0.192, 0.216) (E0), respectively, to 0.189 (95% CI: 0.160, 0.221) (45% increase) and 0.354 (95% CI: 0.318, 0.392) (72% increase), respectively, with only blast exposure (E7), but there was no significant change with only mild TBI (E6). This suggested that the probability of dependency of any symptom on mild TBI was very low in this sample.
The type of causal interaction between neurobehavioral symptoms (cognitive and emotional) and blast exposure as joint precursors of PTSD arousal symptoms (see Figure 1 ) was explored by testing more what-if scenarios, and the results are reported graphically in Figure 3 (see raw estimates in Web Table 2 ). The probability of high PTSD arousal symptoms given the initial evidence (set A) was 0.019 (95% CI: 0.014, 0.025). This rose to 0.068 (95% CI: 0.048, 0.094) with blast exposure as an independent cause (set B), and to 0.710 (95% CI: 0.615, 0.793) with combined cognitive and emotional symptoms as an independent influence (set C). However, when these influencing factors were jointly present, the probability of high PTSD arousal symptoms jumped to 0.906 (95% CI: 0.851, 0.946), beyond the mere addition of their independent influence (0.71). Each systematic increase was statistically significant. This suggests a synergy of the influence of neurobehavioral symptoms and blast exposure on PTSD arousal symptoms (20) . However, the risk for PTSD arousal symptoms from triggering neurobehavioral symptoms (71%) was 10 times greater than that from previous blast exposure (7%).
DISCUSSION
In the present study, Bayesian network modeling was used to find the most accurate representation of the complex system of PT/BRI and to identify key variables for understanding the potential effects of blast exposure. The constructed Bayesian network represents a preliminary "expert system" for the domain because it can allow for additional inferences to be made using queries under different evidence scenarios. No other variables were allowed to precede sex and race (root variables) in the chain of influence. The direct dependency of deployment status on marriage status suggests that certain roles in the Florida National Guard that are more commonly filled by married versus unmarried individuals have higher or lower propensity for deployment assignment. Similarly, the link of sex with multiple deployments suggests differential probability of multiple deployments according to sex.
Postdeployment symptoms in this sample were shown to be independent of deployment per se. Rather, blast exposure was the bridge linking deployment with subsequent postdeployment symptoms. Blast exposure was also a link to other deployment-related traumas, including mild TBI. The probability of mild TBI after a blast exposure was 0.113, compared with 0.027 without blast exposure (data not shown), a 4-fold increase. Blast exposure is a major risk for mild TBI. However, mild TBI was not directly linked to any postdeployment symptoms. An independent, mild TBI event had no strong influence on anything else in the sample. Blast exposure was the principal exposure factor driving postdeployment symptoms.
Only 2 symptom sets (tinnitus and PTSD arousal symptoms, which included sleep and concentration problems, irritability, hyperalertness, and feeling jumpy) were supported in the present study as directly dependent upon blast exposure, with both acting as bridge symptoms to other postdeployment physical and mental health symptoms, respectively. However, there were also strong direct links among all 3 PTSD symptom clusters (arousal, avoidance, and reexperiencing) extending from blast exposure, suggesting that all PTSD traits are traceable to prior blast exposure (Figure 1 ). Our physical injury variable was defined as any physical injury other than TBI, but neither variable was exclusive. (A participant who checked "mild TBI" could also check "physical injury.") When coupled with the present findings that physical injury had a much stronger association with mild TBI (48%) than with blast exposure (12%) (Web Table 2 ), our findings were inconsistent with a model proposed by Elder et al. (3) , who suggested that because there is some evidence in animal studies that blast injury can induce A) Blast = "no" and cognitive = "low" and emotional = "low" (n = 2,082); B) blast = "yes" and cognitive = "low" and emotional = "low" (n = 470); C) blast = "no" and cognitive = "high" and emotional = "high" (n = 107); D) blast = "yes" and cognitive = "high" and emotional = "high" (n = 160). The bars include 95% Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals based on exact probabilities conditioned on observed base sample sizes corresponding to each evidence scenario. The confidence intervals were adjusted for a finite population correction factor. See Web Appendix 3 for details on the computation of probability intervals for the Bayesian network point estimates and the population correction factor adjustment.
PTSD-like symptoms without a psychological stressor, human cases that are being labeled as PTSD may in fact be part of a blast-related spectrum. Our findings suggested that obtaining information about mild TBI status does not offer any additional information about current PTSD symptoms if we already know about the history of blast exposure. A history of prior blast exposure, with current cognitive or emotional symptoms, is predictive of current PTSD symptoms. Although mild TBI was linked indirectly to blast and other combat exposures associated with physical injuries, it was not associated with any long-term postdeployment mental health or physical symptoms. We also examined the graph generated from the model-estimated link threshold of 0.5 and again found that no symptoms were descendants of mild TBI, even at this lower threshold.
Neurobehavioral or postconcussion-like symptoms, on the other hand, had no direct dependence relationship with mild TBI in the Bayesian network ( Figure 1 ) and only an indirect relationship with blast exposure. An interesting finding was the synergistic effects of blast exposure and 2 of the neurobehavioral symptom clusters (cognitive and emotional) on PTSD arousal symptoms. This localized causal pattern was highly probable (high link strength and direction probabilities) (Table 2 ; rows 13, 56, and 59). The implication is that cognitive and emotional distress symptoms may amplify the effects of blast exposure in increasing the risk of PTSD arousal symptoms primarily and, secondarily, of PTSD symptom clusters of avoidance and reexperiencing. Overall, the demonstrated central role of the PTSD arousal symptoms in the PT/BRI clinical manifestations suggested that much of what is presently being called postconcussion syndrome secondary to blast-related mild TBI may instead reflect the presence of PTSD secondary to blast exposure. Blast exposure, not mild TBI, was a significant risk for high PTSD symptoms. Different conclusions have emerged from this methodology compared with some studies using logistic regression, in which current symptoms were associated with mild TBI after controlling for blast exposure, combat exposure, demographic variables, and psychological trauma exposure and other physical injuries (1, 35) . Logistic regression assumes that the predictor variables are independent, which is hardly true for complex relational data. Bayesian networks have no such assumption and are more effective for modeling complex relational data (8) .
This study had some limitations. Our consideration of a higher link significance threshold (0.85 on a probability scale) than that estimated by the Bayesian network algorithm (0.501), in order to retain only strong links and simplify the results, has potential consequences. Because this conservative approach dropped more links from the final Bayesian network, it potentially increased the number of false-negative findings in our results (27) . That is, there were potentially more true dependencies in our data than were revealed. Conversely, the higher link-significance threshold may offset a high false-positive rate that could have resulted from our choice of 1,000 bootstrap resamples of the Bayesian network for model averaging; Broom et al. (36) recommended up to 2,500 samples to minimize falsepositive links. The direction of effect with the greater probability (>0.5) was selected for every link in the averaged Bayesian network, and therefore the link directions may be uncertain. However, by computing the probabilities of presence and the direction of links separately (Table 2) , we were able to determine which directions have greater support from the data (21) and use this complementary information to aid interpretation. There was potential recall bias in the selfreports of the predeployment and deployment-related activities given the respondents' long average number of months postdeployment (mean = 31.8 (standard deviation, 24.4) months). Additionally, there was potential sampling bias due to the survey response rate of 43%. The 2-category (yes/no) blast exposure variable used in the analysis precluded a useful comparative evaluation of blast types (e.g., primary vs. secondary blast).
Despite these limitations, our study represents the complex relational structure of PT/BRI both graphically and quantitatively, and its findings offer intuitive and actionable information. We demonstrated that prior blast exposure was the bridge between deployment-related exposures and active postdeployment symptoms. The cluster of PTSD arousal symptoms acted as the gateway from blast exposure to other mental health symptoms, and tinnitus was the gateway symptom from blast exposure to a number of other postdeployment physical symptoms. Blast exposure appeared to interact synergistically with coexisting neurobehavioral cognitive and emotional symptom clusters to amplify PTSD arousal symptoms.
A replication of this analysis is needed, using a more comprehensive PT/BRI database that includes clinical diagnoses. Such an updatable Bayesian network could serve as an efficient, complex, adaptive system for the PT/BRI domain, and a wider range of hypotheses or what-if scenarios could be investigated without having to perform new studies.
